
R&D-intensive companies must accelerate research and drive innovation to compete 
effectively, but when content is locked away in silos it hinders discoverability and slows 
research. To maximize the value of digital information, organizations must eliminate 
silos to make content more discoverable and accessible. 

RightFind Navigate breaks down inefficiencies caused by information silos to reveal 
connections and insights that drive innovation. RightFind Navigate securely unifies 
licensed content, publicly available data sources, and internal proprietary information 
through an open ecosystem to maximize return on content and data investments.

RightFind Navigate
Personalized search across multiple sources of data 
and information for highly relevant discovery

RightFind Navigate 
benefits

Enable users to find relevant 
content faster using public, licensed, 

and custom vocabularies

Support copyright-compliant 
collaboration

Get relevant content at the right time 
with personalized results

Maximize the value of your 
organization’s content and 

data investments

Centralize content discovery 
and access



Powerful capabilities to drive innovation

RightFind Navigate is part of CCC’s 
RightFind Suite — a set of integrated, 
flexible software solutions that 
enable professionals at R&D-intensive 
companies to search, discover, access, 
read, share, organize, collaborate on and 
analyze content to generate data-driven 
insights that give their organizations a 
competitive edge.

About CCC 
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC (Copyright Clearance Center) helps 
organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, software, 
and professional services. With expertise in copyright and information management, CCC 
and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design and deliver innovative 
information solutions that power decision-making by helping people integrate and navigate 
data sources and content assets.

Learn more
Contact us to schedule a 
RightFind Navigate demo. 

U.S. organizations:
copyright.com/navigate
solutions@copyright.com

Outside U.S. organizations:
rightsdirect.com/navigate 
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Unify data sources  
Eliminate data silos to increase awareness of content resources, 
including public, licensed, and proprietary internal resources to 
maximize the value of your digital information assets with flexible 
pre-built or custom data connectors that enable fast, secure 
access to content and data. 

Personalize the search experience  
Find relevant content faster. RightFind Navigate uses explicit 
and implicit personalization powered by machine learning to 
incorporate user activity across the RightFind suite to deliver 
content recommendations specific to each user. Users can 
also turn personalization on and off. 

Smarter information discovery  
Perform aggregated search via a single unified search experience 
that displays the data most meaningful to users and enables 
connections across multiple data sources. 

Enable insights  
Explore information relationships with dynamic visualizations 
to accelerate insights by making information connections and 
enriching the R&D pipeline with new ideas. 

Semantic search 
Identify relevant documents with an expanded search that 
incorporates synonyms from the MeSH vocabulary. Navigate’s 
open ecosystem supports vocabularies and synonyms from 
licensed, publicly available, and custom vocabularies and 
semantically enriches indexed and API-based data in real time. 
Semantically enriched visualizations provide highlights of relevant 
topics and the main semantic topics in your search results to 
enable additional insights.

Topic interactions 
Filter your search results by topics in the Analytics pane to explore 
how topics co-relate and quickly get the information you want.
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